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104.08 Finding triangles with given circum-medial triangle
Let be anarbitrary triangle and an arbitrary point not on its

circumcircle . The ‘other’ intersectionpointsof the ‘cevians’ , ,
with , the points , , , make the so-called circumceviantriangle of

with respectto . If is thecentroidof then is called
the circum-medial triangle * of  (see Figure 1:  = centroid ).
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FIGURE 1: How to reverse the process of constructing the circum-medial triangle?

A recentpaper[1] wasconcernedwith iterating theconstructionof the
circum-medial triangle (it turned out that the shape of the triangles
convergesto equilaterality). Here, we reversethe process.Specifically,
given we look for such that is the circum-medial
triangle of . It turns out that there are in generaltwo solutions,
namely,the circumceviantrianglesof with respectto the foci of the
Steiner inellipse of .

△ABC △A1B1C1 △ABC
△A1B1C1

△ABC
△ABC

Theorem1: Given and a point not on its circumcircle , let
be its circumceviantriangle with respectto . Then is the

centroidof if, andonly if, it is a focusof the Steinerinellipseof
.

△ABC G1 Σ
△A1B1C1 G1 G1

△A1B1C1
△ABC

Remark: Since an ellipse has two foci, this yields the two mentioned
solutions(seeFigure2), exceptin thecasewhere is equilateral,when△ABC

* Unfortunately,not every languagehas such short and preciseterms for the
correspondingtriangles.For instancein Germanthereis no suchterm,onewould
have to describe the whole process with many words.
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theellipsebecomesa circle and the foci coincideat the circumcentre.And
so,in this case,thetwo solutiontrianglesalsocoincide, beingalso
equilateral,with , , the pointson diametricallyopposite , , ,
respectively.

△A1B1C1

A1 B1 C1 Σ A B C

Searchingin the literaturefor referencesconcerningTheorem1 andits
proofgave ustheimpressionthatit is notvery widely spreador known.This
is the reason for this paper in which we want to give a short and
straightforwardproof. A secondproof involves only Euclideangeometry,
but it is ratherlong comparedto the first proof. This is the reasonwhy it is
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FIGURE 2: ,  are the foci of the Steiner inellipse of G1 G2 △ABC

placedin an online appendixto this printed article. Why should one be
interestedin anotherproof when there is a straightforward,elegant,and
short one?

Theansweris: This is a questionof theusedmeans. Thefirst proof uses
complex numbersand a strong and beautiful result. On the one handthis
connectionis beautiful itself (onecan be fascinatedhow complex numbers
‘fit to geometry’),on theotherhandtheproblem(Theorem1) is definitelya
problem of Euclideangeometry. So itis nearby to look for a proof that
sticks to the areaof Euclideangeometry.Unfortunately,I did not find a
short andstraightforwardapproach.I am happythat I succeeded atall in
finding aproof thatusesonly Euclideangeometry. Itried it quitea long time
without success,then I found by chancea speciallemmain the www from
which I could work further on, I establishedtwo other lemmas,and these
altogetherbroughta proofof Theorem1 with only Euclideangeometry.Still
anotherproof using completely different means,and manycalculations
using trilinear coordinates, is due to Embacher in [2].

A short proof using Marden's theorem
This proof usesa strongresult involving complexnumbers. Itwas a

personalemail from A. V. Akopyanthatinformedmeaboutthis connection
(seealso[3]). The mentionedstrongandbeautiful result is calledMarden's
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theorem*  (cf. [5], [6, p. 52]; the proof is not hard to understand):
Suppose the zeros , , of the third-degree polynomial

are non-collinear in the complex plane†.
Then the foci , of the Steinerinellipse of the triangle are the
zeros of the derivative .

a b c
p(z) = (z − a) (z − b) (z − c)

g1 g2 △ABC
p′ (z)

For a proof of Theorem 1 let , then

. By Marden'stheorem, is a focusof

the Steiner inellipse of  if, and only if,

p(z) = (z − a) (z − b) (z − c)
p′ (z)

p(z)
=

1

z − a
+

1

z − b
+

1

z − c
G1

△ABC

1

g1 − a
+

1

g1 − b
+

1

g1 − c
= 0. (1)

Then for some , and if , thenthe
power of thepoint with respectto is givenby .
Thus

g1 − a = λ (g1 − a1) λ ∈ r ε = sign(λ)
P1 G1 Σ P1 = ε |g1 − a| |g1 − a1|

P1 = ε |λ| |g1 − a1|
2

= λ (g1 − a1) (g1 − a1)
  

= (g1 − a) (g1 − a1)
  

,

and so . Similarly, , and

, so that (1) is equivalent to

1

g1 − a
=

g1 − a1
  

P1

1

g1 − b
=

g1 − b1
  

P1

1

g1 − c
=

g1 − c1
  

P1

g1 − a1
  

P1
+

g1 − b1
  

P1
+

g1 − c1
  

P1
= 0,

or, multiplying by and conjugating, ,
that is, , which just saysthat is the centroid of

, andthis completestheproof. Similarly, this proof would work for
 and the triangle  .

P1 (g1 − a1) + (g1 − b1) + (g1 − c1) = 0
g1 = 1

3 (a1 + b1 + c1) G1

△A1B1C1
G2 (g2) △A2B2C2 (a2, b2, c2)

For me it is fascinatinghow things comeand fit togetherhere in this
proof (complexnumbers,derivatives,zeros,geometry).We know that it is
not thecase,but onecouldhavethe impressionthatMardens'stheoremwas
establishedfor the purposeto havea short proof of Theorem1. I haveto
thankA. V. Akopyan for the correspondinghint by e-mail concerningthe
connectionof Theorem1 to Marden’s theorem.I also want to thank the
reviewerof this paperwho madea lot of usefulsuggestionsto makethings
clearer (formulations, notations etc.).

But, at leastfor me, thequestionis interesting:Is therea possibility to
arguefor Theorem1 just by meansof Euclideangeometry?I struggleda lot
for this question,and the interestedreadercan have a look at the web-
reference.

* This theoremis setanexercisein [4, p. 497,Ex. 9]. D. Kalmancallsit in thevery
first line of his paper [5] ‘one of my favorite results in mathematics.’

† The complex numbers correspondto the points , , , ,
, ,  in the Euclidean plane.

a, b, c, a1, b1, c1, g1 A B C A1
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